The geographic reach and international integration of modern mathematics expanded dramatically in the wake of the Second World War. I examine the political and logistical achievement of intercontinental mathematics in this period by following the travels of José Luis Massera of Uruguay, Leopoldo Nachbin of Brazil, and Laurent Schwartz of France. The interlocking efforts of mathematicians and bureaucrats in universities, governments, philanthropies, and new postwar formations like the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization to build mathematical institutions in Latin America operated with partial information, competing prerogatives, and costly exchanges of materials and personnel, each of which reflected the shifting economic and political constraints of the global Cold War. Drawing primarily on fellowship files and institutional archives, I situate these undertakings in the mechanics and ideals of twentieth-century scientific colonialism, development, and modernization. I explain how the seemingly nontechnical bases for such exchanges related to the specific mathematics being taught and researched by accounting for the particular success of Schwartz's theory of distributions in Latin America, which owed both to circumstantial coincidences and to a mixture of several of the theory's superficial, technical, and conceptual features. My analysis stresses the complex, ambivalent, but nonetheless consequential personal and institutional negotiations underwriting midcentury intercontinental mathematics while pointing to the importance of such phenomena for explaining the form and effects of the period's broader array of global scientific exchanges.
INTRODUCTION
Few endeavors of the human intellect seem to move as freely as mathematics. Mathematical teaching and research are inexpensive in comparison with those of most sciences. Mathematical notions appear to translate easily across idioms and media, unimpeded and undistorted by politics or ideology. When Marshall Stone, the discipline's great globalizer in the first decades after World War 2, made the case in 1947 for a new International Mathematical Union (IMU), he acknowledged that it might have seemed superfluous.
1 ''In mathematics,'' he averred, ''in contrast with a number of other fields of science, there is little opportunity for cooperative enterprise.'' Unlike chemists or physicists (with their own prominent international organizations), Stone's mathematicians had ''no serious problems of nomenclature,'' nor pressing need for special tables, large computation laboratories, or other expensive materials and equipment. 2 The things mathematicians did demand according to Stone-the ability to meet and travel, to publish and to translate new works-only reinforced his image of a transcendent discipline. Mathematics, for him, could be done by so many people in so many places that the sole point of an international organization was to help them to keep up with each other.
For most of its history, however, the sort of theoretical mathematics Stone had in mind-the subject of advanced university study and research, as distinct from the much broader assortment of activities and studies that might be deemed mathematical-has typically been confined to small cohorts of scholars interacting across narrow geographic ranges. 3 Historians have long recognized distinctive approaches to mathematics associated with particular regions, nations, or research schools, which reflect the limited circulation of mathematicians and their work in a variety of contexts. Recent characterizations of the widening reach of mathematics have explored how resources, relationships, and politics have shaped mathematical communities of different sizes and shapes. 4 These join a substantial literature on the history of the international and transnational organization of science. 5 Histories of the international reconfiguration of the sciences in the early Cold War, in particular, have tended to focus on resource-intensive and datadriven disciplines and undertakings whose material exigencies and ambitions often make their geographic and geopolitical scale seem inevitable, even if the messy mechanisms and contingencies of their realization remain significant targets for historical scrutiny. 6 Mathematical research, by contrast, does not seem to depend intrinsically on large mobilizations of people and materials, nor does it appear in the historiography to be an indispensable adjunct to the well-studied iconic projects of Cold War international technoscience, with the mathematics of computing a partial exception. Yet, in precisely this period, mathematics did become appreciably more global, with its people, documents, and theories appearing to travel ever-greater distances with ever-greater ease. In the wake of the Second World War, mathematicians began to form institutions and research communities that were not just international but intercontinental. Such developments, moreover, were not just window-dressing-lofty talk grafted onto business as usual. Rather, intercontinental mathematics was possible only by virtue of fundamental transformations in mathematicians' studies, travel, and communication. This new scale for professional mathematics, in turn, reshaped the possibilities for mathematics as a discipline and as a body of knowledge.
I here account for the political and logistical achievement of such intercontinental mathematics in the mid-twentieth century by examining the postwar emergence of certain South American venues as important sites of elite mathematical research and training. This transformation in the geography of elite mathematics emerged from a confluence of coordinated efforts tied to universities, governments, philanthropies, and international organizations in North and South America and Europe. These institutions' shifting relationships, constrained resources, and partial access to information reinforced their mutual dependence while complicating many aspects of their cooperation. I follow the course and effects of their efforts through the travels of three men, widely counted among their respective countries' leading young mathematicians in the late 1940s and 1950s: José Luis Massera of Uruguay, Leopoldo Nachbin of Brazil, and Laurent Schwartz of France. These mathematicians, two of whom (Massera and Schwartz) played leading roles in regional communist politics in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War, participated in a burgeoning international system of scientific and cultural exchange where one's politics-as well as one's age, gender, religion, and other markers of identity-could significantly shape where one traveled and what one did.
The varying goals and politics associated with scientific internationalism in this period are only part of this story. To appreciate the full scope and consequences of the transformation of mid-twentieth century mathematics, one must stress the distinction between internationalism as a project and international mathematics as a situated historical achievement. Mathematicians' will to share their enterprise across continents was hardly enough. Rather, a full account requires situating mathematics in the ample historiographies of scientific colonialism, development, and modernization from which it has been largely absent. 7 The features that make mathematics distinctive among the postwar sciences help to qualify and reorient prevailing understandings of the Mathematicians and their institutional supporters, in particular, depended far more on the assessment and circulation of people than of data, specimens, equipment, or even books and periodicals (although these latter were certainly important). For them, Cold War science was especially personal. Agents of the philanthropies, governments, and nongovernmental organizations that facilitated intercontinental mathematics were rarely connoisseurs of its forbiddingly abstract formalisms. Instead, they spurred the production and circulation of advanced mathematics by becoming connoisseurs of the producers and circulators themselves. Mathematicians' new and transformed cooperative enterprises in the period following Stone's remark reveal the far-reaching consequences of the deeply personal work that went into making a supposedly universal discipline span the globe.
COLONIAL MATHEMATICS
Addressing the mathematicians of forty-one nations at the opening of the 1950 International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the Congress's president Oswald Veblen referred to the interwar twilight of the ''colonial period'' of American mathematics. 8 The ''coming of age of mathematics in the United States,'' as Veblen put it, was evident in the Americans' increasing intellectual autonomy, their increasing contributions of ''important discoveries,'' their cultivation of new approaches, and their exchanges of overseas students and researchers ''more and more on terms of -like Basalla's in the same intellectual, economic, and political contexts within which those institutions operated. equality.'' 9 American mathematicians of Veblen's generation frequently credited their formation as an elite scholarly community to their apprenticeship in German institutions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when Americans regularly completed their advanced mathematical training in German universities. 10 Veblen's Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, founded in 1930, was routinely cast as an American replacement for the stimulation and formation Americans had found in Germany a ''generation ago,'' before the Great War's turmoil and the ensuing disintegration of takenfor-granted international ties.
11 A later generation of mathematicians arriving from Germany between the World Wars brought more recent experiences of treasured German institutions to American shores. 12 Veblen's contemporaries took for granted the assumptions of a diffusionist model of development, whereby modern institutions came about through contact with those already established as modern and developed, with the nature of that contact the primary index of maturation. For Veblen, the Teutonic tutelage of American mathematics was an unalloyed good-a benevolent colonialism that nurtured American mathematics to maturity.
By 1950, the colonials had begun to become the colonists, at least in the particular form of scientific colonialism envisioned by Veblen. Following the war, new United States government programs built on existing philanthropycentered infrastructures of international educational exchange in order to drive a dramatic increase in the number of foreign students and researchers in the country's universities, including a significant share of visitors from the developing world. 13 With respect to Latin America, such scientific and educational exchanges became part of the legacy of more than a century of economic, 14 Although ''colonial'' historiography can be of mixed relevance to Latin American science, the term remains apt as an actors' category associated with frameworks oriented around migration and institution-building in higher education. 15 For mathematics, new postwar Pan-American ties were evident in the 1950 Congress's official delegations from universities and scientific societies of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. 16 Latin American mathematicians were also especially well represented in an organizing conference for the IMU that Stone held in conjunction with the ICM-of the nine countries outside of Northern, Western, and Southern Europe officially represented, four were from Latin America. Latin America. Their movement between North and South was to form a virtuous circle: northern elites helped to identify prospective fellows and to prioritize southern institutional needs, while southern fellows built ties to northern institutions that helped them recruit future expert visitors and implement reforms at home. As they had before and during the war, American mathematicians also used their work with United States government agencies and leading philanthropies to cultivate relationships with influential bureaucrats and policymakers who might fund or otherwise facilitate their research at home and their travels abroad.
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United States foundations, and later the federal government, accounted for the largest concerted efforts to build Western mathematical institutions in Latin America from the 1930s onward, but they were not alone. On a moreor-less individual basis, short-term and long-term migrants from Spain, Italy, France, Germany, Poland, and the United States brought mathematical expertise, correspondence networks, institutional wherewithal, and collections of books and papers to a small set of cities and universities in Latin America in those early years. Interwar immigrants from Spain and Italy, including political and religious refugees, were particularly numerous and influential in establishing mathematical programs and libraries in South American metropoles. Spaniard Julio Rey Pastor, typically cast as the father of Argentine pure mathematics, joined others with established European reputations and the small class of home-grown elites (often of European or upper-class parentage) to reshape the engineering, technical, and in some cases arts and philosophy arms of South American higher education. Their efforts established a place for mathematics fashioned after its role in European scholarship and pedagogy. Though the Latin American developments described here were principally driven by actors located in the Western hemisphere, and though the particular mathematics that took hold could be found in many parts of the developed world, Europe continued to figure crucially across the international discipline of mathematics. For U.S. mathematicians who had built a national discipline through direct exchanges with European counterparts, Europe's relevance generally went without saying. For Latin American actors, this orientation toward Europe was one part practical and two parts promissory.
23 U.S. and Latin American mathematicians alike presumed the relevance and importance of European actors and institutions for Latin American audiences and participants. Legitimate subjects of research and means of instruction and dissemination took European models, and this made it easier to exchange people and texts with European institutions and (perhaps more importantly) to expect to do so in the future. As in Europe, mathematics in Latin America was expected to subsist unevenly, with a handful of elite centers and a small cadre of men at the reins of institutional power judged according to their reputations in the disciplinary landscape of European mathematics.
By the end of the Second World War, there were two principal hubs of South American mathematics: a Spanish-speaking one centered around Buenos Aires and Montevideo, and a Portuguese-speaking one within Brazil orbiting São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro-with a range of centers of research and teaching scattered through the rest of the region connected to each, mostly according to language. A third arm of Latin American mathematics ran through Mexico and the Caribbean. The institutions of this latter group enjoyed closer integration with U.S. counterparts, and were regular waypoints for South American travelers in passage to and from the United States. Perhaps due to proximity, Mexican mathematicians were particularly well represented in U.S.-based regional efforts (such as those of the Rockefeller Foundation) but often left out of other projects conceived of as ''Latin American.'' Conversely, Americans like Princeton's Solomon Lefschetz who maintained close ties to Mexican mathematicians were largely absent from inter-American undertakings directed farther south.
For mathematics, as for the sciences, a wide range of efforts spearheaded by U.S. foundations, Latin American universities and governments, and various individual actors provided the institutional, political, and practical basis for postwar programs on regional, continental, and hemispheric scales. Although direct U.S. government enterprises provided some of the greatest conduits for the circulation of people and resources, and the foundations that dominated interwar exchanges continued to play a significant role for mathematicians, many of the most visible postwar programs for mathematics flowed through the newly founded United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Headquartered in Paris, UNESCO in its early years reflected a broad coalition of hegemonic interests centered around France, Britain, and the United States. 24 UNESCO's formal entry into the organization and development of Latin American science began with a resolution at the organization's second General Conference, in Mexico City in December of 1947. The organization's Science Cooperation Office for Latin America, based from 1949 in Montevideo, Uruguay, coordinated scientific planning and funding across numerous disciplines and institutions. 25 The office sponsored conferences, In large part, mid-century mathematicians were beneficiaries of broader undertakings linked to an assortment of political and economic interests. As members of academic scientific communities, they had the personal connections and institutional means to join in varyingly posed projects of scientific exchange and uplift. At an organizational level, the differences between mathematical and other scientific efforts can be hard to detect apart from the obvious disparities in considerations related to material resources or access to field sites. Mathematics-specific developments and their historiographical implications are most visible at the level of individual negotiations, voyages, and institutional arrangements.
CERTAIN INCLINATIONS
No amount of organization, aspiration, or sponsorship could diminish a basic exigency with which administrators grappled continuously: fellowships needed fellows. Identifying the most promising fellowship candidates could be a daunting task, one ill-matched to the often limited technical expertise of the cultural attachés and other diplomats and bureaucrats on whom program administrators often relied for other aspects of local information. 26 Those like the Rockefeller Foundation's Harry Miller made every trip to the region into an opportunity to scout for possible fellows and to cultivate local contacts who might recommend fellows thereafter. 27 Program administrators' interlocking networks of trusted informants helped them make effective assessments without comprehensive understandings of the people, places, or subject matter being assessed.
Some guiding assumptions helped narrow the field. Fellows had to be young, so as to be open to new approaches and to have time to foster durable institutions on their return. 28 Their ties to American institutions were to keep them apprised of their field, connect them to outlets for their research, and store them with intellectual stimulation that could sustain them through the drudgery of building national and regional mathematics communities.
29 Notwithstanding the prominence of such figures as Emmy Noether (a leading German mathematician, well known in the U.S., who died in 1935) or Mary Cartwright (already a fellow of the Royal Society in 1947), the present and future leaders of mathematics were simply presumed to be male. In addition to these motives, which were broadly shared across development-oriented programs in this period, such emphases on youth and masculinity reflected a somewhat older tradition of locating mathematical promise in the virile vigor of young men, whose supposed special capacity for genius and exertion made them the privileged vessels of mathematical innovation. . I here suggest a later and more gradual periodization for the particular fixation on youth often associated with mathematicians than do Warwick or Alexander. The well-known age limit for the prestigious Fields Medal, for instance, came about only after the period considered here, through a process involving many figures involved in the international exchanges considered here or in other related projects. Stone had relayed to Moe in his April, 1944, report on his travels that Massera was young (''under forty'') and showed a promising combination of interests, training, and judgment that would help him ''make a real contribution to mathematical and scientific development'' in Uruguay. 32 Born in Italy to Uruguayan parents, Massera was trained as an engineer in Uruguay by a small corps of European mathematicians who visited periodically from Buenos Aires, including Italian Jewish emigrant Beppo Levi, who supervised some of Massera's first mathematical research. Upon Hill's recommendation, Miller wrote to his other Uruguayan contacts to assess Massera's eligibility for a fellowship, inquiring after his employment status, family situation, research record, physical health, personal qualities, and other involvements. At the same time, Miller turned to a parallel cadre of contacts at elite American universities to negotiate terms for a suitable placement. In just over six months, by the end of November, 1944, Massera was awaiting a visa to embark on a year's fellowship at Stanford University. 33 Miller, as a program officer of the Rockefeller Foundation, had to be adept at negotiating fruitful alliances without a thoroughgoing familiarity with any of the parties so joined. Official letters of support, informal remarks in person and in writing, application paperwork, and other sources of information could tell Miller most of what he needed to know to guide prospective fellows through the appropriate academic and governmental bureaucracies. When these sources failed him, as sometimes they did, he had to be equally adept at renegotiating accommodations that could maintain his foundation's prerogatives in the face of inopportune surprises. Massera's Italian birth presented one easily solved complication: until the United States concluded a peace treaty with Italy, Massera would be unable to pass through the Panama Canal and would instead travel to Stanford by way of the U.S. East Coast. 34 A different difficulty, one Miller had not quite appreciated on the basis of his initial intelligencing, would put Massera's fellowship severely in doubt. Early on, Massera's colleague Rafael Laguardia had advised Miller of ''a certain inclination for politics,'' and Massera himself reported that he was Secretary General ''of an important institution which is aiding the allies''-the Acción Antinazi de Ayuda a los Pueblos Libres organization. 35 It was only later that Miller learned that Massera was a fast-rising member of the Uruguayan Communist Party. 36 The fact itself did not appear to bother Miller, but neither was it lost on him that this would complicate Massera's entry into the United States. Massera was not the only Rockefeller fellow in this period whose file was peppered with notations about Communist politics, though he was surely the most politically active such fellow among the mathematicians. 37 Through his contacts in the region, Miller sought consular assurances over Massera's prospects. By January, Rockefeller officials were confident enough to joke in letters amongst themselves that Massera ''will probably try to convert the people at Stanford. ' 41 By January, 1947, however, he learned that a visa could be granted (though the FBI recorded that this was over the protests of the American Ambassador to Uruguay), and by March Massera was off to California. Massera and Miller both wrote directly to Szegö, who wondered in his reply to Miller whether Massera's interests were as well aligned with his own as was supposed, but who nevertheless assured both correspondents that Massera would be welcome at Stanford. 45 Miller, eager to set the fellowship in motion, was sufficiently satisfied to approve the destination. Upon meeting, however, Szegö and Massera were mutually disappointed. Szegö worried to Miller that, although Massera was an able mathematician, his command of the relevant literature was significantly impaired by his lack of access to recent journals in Montevideo. 46 Massera, for his part, found Szegö an outstanding mathematician but also one much too busy to provide the sort of mentorship Massera desired.
47 By September, Massera had sought and received approval to transfer his fellowship to the East Coast, where he was based at Richard Courant's institute at New York University but commuted by train for part of each week to study at Princeton University under Solomon Lefschetz. He greatly impressed both men, but found the latter's seminar more conducive to his studies than the former's intensely focused research group.
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In a move not uncommon for fellows whose geographic remove (and in Massera's case, political activity) made further U.S. travel in the near future unlikely, Massera arranged to delay his return to Uruguay until after an American Society of Engineering Education meeting in June, 1948.
49 When Miller next saw him that October, Massera had just completed a short stay in prison. 50 The next the Foundation heard from him was the following March, by way of a clipping from a communist periodical where Massera recounted the ''Yankee Gestapo'' actions against Edward Condon and railed against the ''hypocritical blanket ' By the Rockefeller Foundation's standards, Massera's trip was a resounding success. Despite difficulties finding an appropriate placement using the partial information available to him (and the greater difficulties of migrating once the placement was approved), he had met and impressed several prominent mathematicians, sharpened his skills under the close guidance of a few of them, and forged lasting ties with American scholars and institutions. His work while a fellow led to several publications in leading American journals, including the Annals of Mathematics edited by Lefschetz, and he continued to maintain scholarly ties to the United States thereafter. 52 For instance, his command of Russian (a skill he pursued out of political conviction) put him in demand as a reviewer for Mathematical Reviews, and in this and other capacities he helped link mathematicians across the Iron Curtain. 53 These broad international ties would make him a cause célèbre some three decades later, when an international group of left-leaning mathematicians (led in part by Laurent Schwartz, discussed below) agitated for his release from an extended political imprisonment in Uruguay. 54 Stepping beyond the Rockefeller Foundation's perspective, the fallout from Massera's visit looks more mixed. Visa troubles extending from his Rockefeller-related negotiations prevented Massera's intended attendance at the 1950 ICM. 55 While he was in the United States, government agents followed his movements, intercepted his mail, investigated the Russian-born Lefschetz, and interviewed Szegö, Miller, and others, though his FBI file reflects uncertainty over some of his whereabouts and activities. 56 Although atomic secrets motivated some of their early concerns regarding Massera, the 53. Massera is credited with more than 200 reviews in the MathSciNet database of Mathematical Reviews entries, and Russian-language articles account, e.g., for fifteen of his first sixteen reviews (those of works published by 1950 57 In the rapidly shifting political environment of the early Cold War, small shifts in time, place, and perspective could have outsized effects on mathematicians' travel, and consequently on the forms of their engagement in an international community.
58 Though Massera and Miller tried to drive a wedge between the former's intercontinental mathematics and his local politics, different views and effects of his politics across institutions and continents remained decisive for his mathematical itinerary before, during, and after his Rockefeller fellowship.
A FRENCH CONNECTION
Visiting New York University in the spring of 1948, Massera was likely among the first from his continent to learn of a recent development in the theory of differential equations put forward by the young French mathematician Laurent Schwartz. The development was Schwartz's theory of distributions, and its prophet that Spring was the pre-eminent Danish mathematician Harald Bohr, younger brother of the famous physicist Niels. The younger Bohr was an active participant in the efforts of Stone and others to reestablish international Massera's correspondence from the period indicates that he followed American politics, and the FBI came to the same conclusion in its examinations of his letters and news clippings in his personal notebook. Analysts worried that he was spreading anti-U.S. propaganda back home. Infrequent political observations pepper the correspondence in JLM, Folders 26A and 26C. Neither Louis Nirenberg (Massera's NYU office mate) nor Peter Lax recalled in interviews that Massera's politics were particularly obvious while he was at NYU. Their impressions match those of Paul Halmos when interacting with Massera in Montevideo: ''From personal observation I wouldnt [sic] know that Massera is a communist. . . . He is a remarkably pleasant almost placid type and he certainly doesn't do anything like going around and spreading propaganda among students at the institute. Just the opposite: as far as I can tell from external observation he is the only one at the institute who really works. ' 60 Schwartz initially presented distributions as a way to ''rehabilitate'' an ''abuse of language'' underwriting a widely used method in mathematical physics. 61 Schwartz offered a formal mathematical justification for this method based on generalizations of the concepts of functions and derivatives. Since the advent of the calculus, these two fundamental terms have been repeatedly redefined by reformers of various stripes to justify or rule out different means of mathematical argument.
62 Distributions (Schwartz's substitute for functions) and their derivatives replaced a calculus developed around theories of sets with a corresponding one centered on the related theory of topological vector spaces. Emphasizing the theory's close associations with a variety of familiar techniques and frameworks, Schwartz and his advocates promoted a view of the theory as especially perspicuous and useful while simultaneously at the forefront of mathematical scholarship.
Following the Nancy colloquium, Bohr and his colleague Børge Jessen invited Schwartz to lecture on his theory in Copenhagen in what Schwartz would later characterize as his first major academic voyage. 63 While Bohr hosted Schwartz, he received an invitation from Richard Courant and Oswald Veblen to visit the United States early in the following year. Charmed in equal parts by Schwartz's theory and ''his most sympathetic and inspiring personality,'' Bohr accepted the East Coast grandees' invitation with an indication that he might lecture on ''the generalization of the notion of differentiability of Laurent Schwartz.'' 64 Schwartz, for his part, was part of a close-knit and bold band of what one skeptical American termed ''the self-appointed group of young French geniuses'' trying to rewrite the foundations of mathematics under the collective pseudonym Nicolas Bourbaki. 65 Bohr, more sympathetically, would herald ''the group of most promising and closely collaborating young French mathematicians who secure for French mathematics in the years to come a position worthy of its illustrious traditions.'' 66 The 68 The next year, Bourbaki collaborator Jean Dieudonné began his own two-year appointment in São Paulo. These itineraries, along with Bohr's, attest to a general principle about North American and European mathematics in Latin America: French, American, and other mathematicians (and their theories) reached the region by many routes, and few such routes amounted to bilateral exchanges. Latin American mathematics emerged through its integration into intercontinental circuits of travel and communication that simultaneously shaped relationships among all their nodes. This was possible, in part, because moving mathematics often amounted primarily to moving people, whose itineraries were more directly governed by political and disciplinary formations and less governed by other desiderata affecting investments in scientific infrastructure.
By the end of the 1940s, the combined effects of wartime and early postwar American efforts with this broader circulation of (especially French) mathematicians and mathematics meant that a significant cohort of mathematicians in South America, by the end of the 1940s, leaned considerably more toward abstract theories and internationalist orientations than even many counterparts in the developed world. 69 When the ICM came to the United States in 1950, the young mathematicians to the south were keen and ready.
AN ATLANTIC TRIANGLE
After an official welcome, the first item on the program of the 1950 ICM was the presentation of two Fields Medals by the selection committee's chair, Harald Bohr.
70 His words and his presentation's prominent place in the program unambiguously signaled to those at the Congress that the medals' recipients bore notice for both their recent work and future promise. 71 Bohr's audience may have marked the special enthusiasm with which he heralded the second medalist, Laurent Schwartz, and ''the wide field he has opened for new researches'' with this theory of distributions. 72 Schwartz's own presentation at the Congress was singled out as a highlight of the Congress by AMS librarian and Swarthmore professor Arnold Dresden in his account to the Rockefeller Foundation's Warren Weaver. 73 It is reasonable to suppose that Dresden's view was shared by Alberto González Domín-guez, an Argentine delegate to both the IMU and ICM meetings (and one of Massera's sources of information, noted above). Soon thereafter, González Domínguez began to pursue distributions in connection with quantum electrodynamics and presented on the topic at a 1951 regional mathematics symposium sponsored by UNESCO, the first symposium of its kind in South America. 74 Schwartz recounted years later that his own ties to Latin America resulted from the 1950 Congress in at least two ways. Most directly, the Congress launched him to international fame, so that his name frequently topped lists of those who might be invited abroad. But most exciting, young, West European mathematicians of this period spent most of their transatlantic travels in the United States, not Latin America. Hence the importance of the Congress's second effect, which was to advertise his status as an unwelcome visitor in the eyes of the U.S. State Department. 1948, Schwartz made no secret of his leftist politics. 77 So it was not surprising that his first application to visit the United States (made to visit Princeton, New York, and Chicago in conjunction with his invitation to the Second Canadian Mathematical Congress, in August 1949) was denied. In 1949, in the midst of trying to rectify his visa situation, Schwartz was also invited as a prestigious ''hour speaker'' in Analysis for the ICM, and by the end of that year the Fields Medal committee had also reached its favorable decision on his count. It took the ICM's organizers a full year of inquiries and negotiations to secure Schwartz a visa to attend, and the process left considerable ill-feeling and mistrust. 78 Schwartz did not return to the United States for a decade after the Congress, and though the FBI dropped its opposition to Schwartz after the close of the Vietnam War, and his file ceased to grow after 1977, his visa status was not fully regularized until 1991.
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A rising star of French mathematics, eager to travel and do good but effectively barred from the United States, Schwartz's conscription as a technical expert for UNESCO was many times over-determined. 80 Under the auspices of its Technical Assistance program, UNESCO sent dozens of mathematical ''experts'' on ''field missions'' across the developing world beginning in the 1950s. 81 Schwartz returned from his two-and-a-half-month mission to Rio de 82 At first glance, he wrote in his mission report, Brazil seemed a rapidly developing nation of grand cities, albeit with frail transportation and communication networks and a backward countryside. But even in the metropoles, Schwartz diagnosed, universities were caught in a ''vicious circle'': the primary and secondary education on which universities relied was itself dependent on a robust university system to supply primary and secondary instructors. The universities were crippled by selfish and short-sighted organization, frail and time-consuming supporting infrastructures, and low and patchwork faculty remuneration. In response, Schwartz ''tried through personal contacts to play the role of an expert proper and to have an influence on the moral development of the University, in general.'' Schwartz's assessment was shared by his compatriot and fellow Bourbaki collaborator Charles Ehresmann, whose overlapping mission in Rio de Janeiro extended to December, 1952.
83 Like Schwartz, Ehresmann worried about the scale of the task of training a suitable corps of secondary teachers. Though he found local mathematicians' preparation for an advanced course related to his recent research wanting, he was nonetheless sure of his value in fostering ''a favorable research climate'' while there, and hoped to continue training and collaborating with some of the local faculty and students by post. He added that Brazil's industrialization and its corresponding investment in nuclear physics would require as an ''indispensable tool'' greater training in the most recent areas of mathematics, specifically mentioning his own field of topology and Schwartz's theory of distributions.
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Such pleas for the relevance of mathematics to development were not uncommon in expert reports. Mathematics was always a relatively small part of the granting programs of the major international organs invested in Latin America. In part, this reflected the relative scale of mathematics among the scientific disciplines in Latin America, North America, and Europe alike. In part, it reflected assessments of the more pressing needs of recipient nations, with more resources being directed toward engineering and primary and secondary education. 85 In part, it was a matter of the interests of Western scientists in the region-there was more pressing demand for biological, medical, and anthropological projects more intrinsically tied to the local conditions of recipient nations. Fellows themselves occasionally joined the chorus of experts in pointing to the comparative lack of funding for such mathematical undertakings, while attempting to justify their own work under other, better-funded rubrics. 86 These efforts at justification would seem to place a premium on the theoretical content of mathematicians' projects, but assessments of such content were instead typically confined to evaluations of the intellectual fit and suitability of host institutions for traveling fellows. Amalgamated across the fellowship programs as a whole, content-based considerations shaped the range of mathematical subjects pursued in the region according to the nominee fellows' intellectual contexts and the interests and assumptions of the administrators and established mathematicians who controlled access to funds and other forms of support. Those contexts were guided by the comparatively large role of engineering and applied mathematics in Latin American institutional infrastructures for mathematics, which favored fields at least adjacent to mathematical physics, engineering, and related areas. 87 On the other hand, the abstract mathematics pursued by mathematicians in the region strongly reflected the priorities of the particular European and American visitors who shaped curricula and libraries both directly and indirectly through their activities and mentorship. For postwar Brazil, as elsewhere in the region, this meant a preponderance of interest in differential equations, but shaped by the distinctive prerogatives of the Bourbaki collaborators and sympathizers who dominated the rosters of long-term visitors-an orientation that continues in Rio de Janeiro's Instituto de Matemática Pura e Aplicada (IMPA, discussed below) to this day. Ehresmann's case for distributions as a basic tool for the advancement of nuclear physics in Latin America was already implicit in the 1951 presentation by González Domínguez at the UNESCO symposium, noted above. The same symposium featured presentations by Gustav Doetsch, an early West German promoter of distributions, and Leopoldo Nachbin, whose pursuit of distributions is considered below.
88 By the time of UNESCO's 1954 successor to that symposium, Schwartz's theory ranked among the region's best known and most pursued recent approaches to mathematics. At the 1954 meeting, the Hungariantrained John Horváth, then of the University of the Andes in Bogotá, Colombia, presented early results in what would be a career-long engagement with the theory. 89 At that same conference, elder-statesman Julio Rey Pastor surveyed the state of modern mathematics in Latin America and devoted an entire section of his talk to the work of ''los entusiastas de la teoría de Lorenzo Schwartz''-whose enthusiasm, it should be said, he found a touch ridiculous. 90 Dean of the enthusiasts was Roque Scarfiello, who had already attended Schwartz's popular Paris seminar. Pastor closed by mentioning the young Argentine emigré Alberto Calderón, whose work on singular integrals and other topics directly related to Schwartz's theory would make him one of the leading mathematicians of the postwar period. Distributions were exciting, modern, and (perhaps most importantly) amenable to limited programs of research on the basis of brief exposure abroad or occasional short interventions by foreign experts. Schwartz's theory, by the mid-1950s, was at once the leading evidence of the proliferation of modern mathematics in Latin America and among the chief emblems of the ideals and practicalities of the region's mathematical future.
STIMULATION ABROAD
UNESCO's Technical Assistance missions were premised on a hypothesis whose dubiousness rang loudly even in early reports from the program's earnest supporters like Schwartz and Ehresmann. The hypothesis stipulated that 88. Also present were Paul Halmos, who presented on the closely related topic of operators in Hilbert spaces, and Mischa Cotlar, who likewise worked on topics related to the theory. it would be possible to build substantial domestic programs of research and higher education on the basis of visits of a few months by the most able foreign experts. Such visits, Schwartz countered, could at best offer an ''aperitif de choc''-a brief and intense shock to the local culture through an infusion of new ideas and literature-for those prepared to benefit from these brief injections of foreign expertise.
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To be sure, visiting foreign experts did meaningfully connect mathematicians from developing regions to elite metropolitan centers, albeit not with the intensity and regularity of exchange for which their sponsors may have hoped. Tangibly, visitors brought books and papers (and the expertise to guide the acquisition of more of the same) to build up local mathematics libraries. Meanwhile, UNESCO experts in particular stayed just long enough to give courses at a variety of levels on modern subjects and to arrange for their course notes to be compiled, edited, and reproduced. In many cases, these represented the first Spanish-and Portuguese-language textbooks on their subjects, and they circulated widely.
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Several months' residence of trusted mathematicians and the institutional legwork and relationship-building required to support them also gave UN-ESCO a privileged source of information about whom best to send abroad for further training. Starting in the 1950s and accelerating in the early 1960s, UNESCO sent nearly two dozen Latin American fellows to study mathematics in Western Europe, the United States, the USSR, and later the increasingly present and established centers of mathematical research in Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil. 93 Drawing on the system of informants and regional organizers cultivated by the Rockefeller Foundation, among others, since the 1930s, UNESCO's fellowship programs more than filled the void left by the Rockefeller Foundation's gradual retreat from sponsoring mathematics by the end of the 1950s, in favor of other fields. 94 Near the start of that decade, UNESCO and Rockefeller's interlocking networks of informants established a stable consensus regarding the most promising young mathematicians of the region. From Brazil, all seemed to agree that the future lay with Leopoldo Nachbin, identified in Schwartz's 1952 report as ''by far the best mathematician of Brazil.'' 95 Nachbin's exceptional fluency in advanced mathematics was aided considerably by the two years he spent as a U.S. State Department fellow and then Guggenheim Foundation fellow at the University of Chicago, starting in 1948 and ending with a trip to the 1950 ICM. In Chicago, Marshall Stone had assembled one of the world's leading departments of mathematics, a department that included multiple professors like Weil with significant Latin American experience. 96 Between his stay in Chicago and the many (especially French) mathematicians with whom he crossed paths in Brazil, Nachbin was among the best-connected Latin American mathematicians to his discipline's international community, such as it was at mid-century.
In July, 1955, Nachbin wrote to Harry Miller to follow up an inquiry about his chances for a Rockefeller fellowship. Nachbin had just returned from the Annual Meeting of the Brazilian Association for the Advancement of Sciences, where he was enlisted ''to give a lecture on advancements of Mathematics in Brazil, a task which at the same time is difficult because people not mentioned are usually offended, and easy because there is little Mathematics going on around here.'' 97 A founding member of the IMPA in Rio de Janeiro, Nachbin had spearheaded what many saw as the first genuinely international Brazilian mathematics journal, and in just the past year, his institute had hosted distinguished visitors from the United States, France, and the leading universities of his continent for courses and seminars.
98 But ''build[ing] up a mathematical atmosphere'' in Brazil was hard work, and Nachbin, feeling stifled, sought renewed stimulation abroad.
Having glimpsed Schwartz at the 1950 Congress and studied with him on his 1952 mission to Rio de Janeiro, Nachbin made clear that the particular intellectual nourishment he most craved was Schwartz's Paris seminar on differential equations. 99 Schwartz reacted warmly to the proposition. 100 Miller, for his part, worried that the trip would take Nachbin away from his central place in Brazil's mathematical infrastructure, but the director of Nachbin's institute assured Miller that the first priority should be advancing research, which a fellowship would promote. 101 Nachbin added that a change of Brazilian presidential regime would mean a shake-up in the top academic institutions, so his current role should not be taken for granted. 102 He received his fellowship and exchange visitor's visa in the summer of 1956, and set off for short stop-overs at a UNESCO-sponsored symposium in Mexico on Algebraic Topology organized by Lefschetz and at his old department in Chicago that August and September en route to Paris. 103 It was only after Nachbin arrived in Chicago that he received word from Schwartz that the seminar was not to proceed as planned. Schwartz initially promoted his theory for three distinct audiences: electrical engineers (whose routine calculations it purportedly justified), theoretical physicists (for some of whose theories it supplied a mathematical foundation), and mathematicians (for whom it was said to unify and simplify some unsatisfactory notions in the theory of functions and differential equations). By 1956, new developments in the theory of distributions and in quantum field theory meant that theoretical physicists and physics-inclined mathematicians tied to France, Britain, and the United States saw increasing common ground in their varied uses of Schwartz's theory. Schwartz resolved to change tack with his seminar that year and to join with physicist Maurice Levy for an intensive study of partial differential equations and distributions in relation to quantum field theory, an area for which Nachbin professed little interest, despite Schwartz's encouragement. 104 Nachbin sought Miller's permission to change course and to stay in the United States until the subsequent edition of Schwartz's seminar, taking advantage in the meantime of the suite of experts on differential equations Chicago planned to host. Miller, for his part, was wary of each further day Nachbin might spend abroad. As far as he was concerned, Nachbin was urgently required for ''the organization of advanced training of young mathematicians [in Brazil] who are certainly going to be needed in increasing numbers in connection not only with technological developments, but also in connection with the atomic energy experimental program and activities growing out of it.'' 105 For the Rockefeller Foundation, Nachbin was an indispensable agent of nation-building for a country whose rapid progress depended on highly trained mathematicians capable of working across the areas of applied mathematics, physics, and engineering.
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This rationale suited Nachbin well enough, so long as it afforded him the resources to pursue his studies abroad. He stressed to Miller that ''[a]ny pioneering work is very slow and tiresome'' in Rio de Janeiro, and that without stimulating research he would lack the intellectual nourishment to teach, ''feeling like in prison'' instead. 107 A protracted exchange of pleas and deflections between Nachbin and Miller was resolved only when a Guggenheim fellowship freed Nachbin to extend his North American voyage without further Rockefeller support. Nachbin was more practiced than most at this sort of sponsor shopping. Fellowship opportunities for promising Latin American mathematicians were few and interconnected, but these connections made it easier for the most promising young mathematicians to piece together support from multiple sources, including occasional stipends or subventions from host institutions and conference organizers, in order to take them abroad for longer than any one sponsor might intend.
Nachbin had declined one such conference grant already obtained for the Mexico conference at the start of his travels upon receiving his Rockefeller fellowship, and the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton offered to consider him for a supplemental grant for the end of his trip.
108 Though short-term visiting foreign mathematicians could not typically lead military and U.S. government projects, it was also routine for them to receive support from contracts held by host faculty or institutions. Before finishing his Guggenheim year at the Institute for Advanced Study, for example, Nachbin worked under Irving Kaplansky's Office of Ordnance Research contract at Chicago. 109 Securing each grant took time and effort, however, and Nachbin's opportunities were not limitless. It would take him another half decade to reach the Schwartz seminar in Paris, by then as a lecturing expert. His long path to Paris, of which his Rockefeller fellowship constituted just one part, exemplified the vast patchwork of hosts, sponsors, and others, often with conflicting agendas, that underwrote intercontinental ties both directly and indirectly, through cooperation, accommodation, and adaptation.
MORAL AND TECHNICAL CENTERS
At the same time Nachbin sought Schwartz in Paris, Schwartz himself had returned to South America-this time to Colombia and Argentina, in 1956. That September, as Nachbin adapted to news of the change in Schwartz's seminar, UNESCO officials received a formal request from the mathematics faculty of Buenos Aires that they sponsor a visit from a professor who could give a specialized course on analysis and topology, particularly distributions, in either French or (were that not possible) English.
110 A follow-up letter to Argentina's ambassador to UNESCO, Eduardo Mallea, clarified this oddly specific request. Though regulations prevented them from naming their UNESCO officials in Paris were eager to collaborate on good terms with Argentina's new anti-Peronist government in a time of palpable political discord, and so shoehorned the proposal into the tight Technical Assistance budget for the following year. Schwartz made the trip the next summer, and by October, 1958, Schwartz was preparing for his return to Paris, ''most satisfied'' with the outcome of his UNESCO mission. His course on distributions had been well attended, and Scarfiello had edited notes from the course that were rapidly roneotyped and distributed across Latin America under UNES-CO's auspices. Another course at a lower level in the faculty of engineering drew over a hundred auditors, though it was affected by a series of strikes and political disturbances. 112 Even before Schwartz's departure, his mission was being reconfigured by his hosts as a bid for greater resources for mathematical study in ways that departed somewhat from the broader goals of Schwartz's Western sponsors. These proposals played out in two directions, which merged in UNESCO's paper trail into a single large undertaking. 113 First, Schwartz's host department sought to capitalize on his visit to solicit UNESCO support for a farther-fetched effort to host a Soviet expert on distributions-or ''generalized functions,'' as they were called in the Soviet Union, Britain, and a handful of other places. The best known were Israel Gelfand and his student Georgii Shilov. 114 Indeed, plans were in the works for the Department to have completed translating one volume of their monumental series of books on the subject by the coming July. But the Buenos Aires mathematicians were willing to entertain any of Gelfand's circle who could be persuaded to make the trip to lecture on the theory of distributions and its applications.
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Though no Soviet expert ultimately made the trip to Buenos Aires, the department's request was not implausible. UNESCO, more than other international organizations, regularly fostered connections between East and West through its efforts in the developing world, particularly in India. Though Soviet officials were (in many ways rightly) suspicious of UNESCO as an organ of Western cultural projection, after Stalin's death in 1953, its member states and institutions increasingly participated in UNESCO undertakings.
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Although Soviet visitors to Latin America were less common, their publications (and translations of those texts) were eagerly sought and often supplied through UNESCO's auspices. Nachbin, among others, praised the availability of such inexpensive and high-quality (mathematically, if not materially) elementary texts from the Soviet Union. 117 Schwartz's UNESCO-sponsored visit, the proposal stressed, had reinvigorated the Faculty of Exact and Natural Sciences at the university by treating a topic of interest in both pure and applied mathematics, with a special reference to quantum physics. It was perhaps the theme of a resurgent institution that led UNESCO administrators to commingle the request with another one received around the same time under Ministry of Education and Justice letterhead. The second request asserted the ''deficient'' and ''low'' level of university education across Latin America. Having received the impression that UNESCO would not underwrite an attempt to tackle all of the region's educational problems at once, the proposal's authors believed they had found a solution: a regional center for mathematics based in Buenos Aires. Their explicit model was the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, in Bombay, India. 119 Founded in 1945, the Tata Institute had come to be seen as a model for the regional elevation of elite mathematics in the developing world. 120 As with the founders of the Brazilian IMPA and the French Institut des Hautes É tudes Scientifiques, organizers for the Buenos Aires center would also have had in mind the successful American center for postdoctoral training and research at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, which itself had started with the discipline of mathematics and an ambition to expand into other areas. The center was to be a hub of training and research that would draw young fellows for stays of one to two years of intensive study, and host a small number of foreign experts to impart the latest mathematical developments.
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The viability and promise of hosting foreign experts was, for the center's advocates, amply proven by Schwartz's successful mission. As for the university's suitability for promoting education and research within the region, thanks in part to a decade of investments from bodies like UN-ESCO, there was now one of the finest mathematical libraries in Latin America and even a working digital computer. 122 Schwartz's immediate successor as UNESCO expert suggested that Buenos Aires was well situated as a point of passage for travel within the region, so it would be natural for hosting South American mathematicians and receiving visitors to the continent for short stays en route to other institutions. 123 At a noon meeting on 24 November, officers of the University and UNESCO affirmed the proposed center's importance ''tanto tecnica como moralmente'' (as much technically as morally) for Argentina's desire to play an essential role in scientific investigation in the region. 124 This did not stop other potential sites from vying to host such a center once they got wind of the plans for Buenos Aires. Within Argentina, the mathematical physics faculty of La Plata petitioned in November, 1958, for their inclusion in planning. 125 Organizers pressed single-mindedly ahead, nevertheless, in UNESCO's regional headquarters in Montevideo and in the presumptive host faculty in Buenos Aires. The next July, according to a UN-ESCO delegate to a crucial planning meeting for the center, the opposition among non-Argentine parties was palpable. Brazilian and Uruguayan representatives were particularly frustrated to have been left out of earlier negotiations, as presumably would have been a delegate from Mexico, had such a delegate been present. 126 Nachbin fired off a furious missive to the Paris office of UNESCO in September, 1959, lamenting that Brazilians had not been contacted until the July meeting, at which point the center's location was a fait accompli. 127 A regional UNESCO official worried in more measured tones in October that the Uruguayan and Brazilian reservations represented a ''lucha de hegemonía'' (hegemonic struggle) over the movement of scientific personnel and resources. 128 Meanwhile, by February, 1959, Gelfand had effectively removed himself from consideration for a visit, though efforts to secure a Soviet expert continued. 129 Over the course of the next three months, the position envisioned for Gelfand was transformed into what were to be the inaugural UNESCOsponsored foreign expert posts for the new center. Despite several headaches over foreign experts and the terms of UNESCO's funding arrangement, the center opened at the start of the academic year on 28 March, 1960, with an initial class of ten fellows. Among its initial offerings was a course by Scarfiello on the theory of distributions. foundations, and other organizations. In these respects, mathematicians and their sponsors recapitulated the kinds of cultural projection and economic imposition long associated with more resource-intensive and ideologically charged postwar international programs. Though mathematicians attached themselves to these larger programs by stressing their contributions to technical training and research, the adjunct successes of mathematics in Latin America show how much room there was between the discourses and infrastructures of international development to pursue parallel projects alongside the higherprofile missions as well.
Accounting for such interstitial undertakings requires a redoubled attention to the personal scale of mathematical colonialism, driven by informal assessments, political compromises, and routine institution-building. Such attention shows not just that matters were complicated and idiosyncratic (as analyses on such scales often show), but that these complications and idiosyncrasies may well be necessary to understand how mathematicians integrated Latin America into an elite scholarly community that spanned continents as never before. That is, intercontinental mathematics came about not in spite of but rather by virtue of the manifold complications and idiosyncrasies evident at this personal scale. The exchanges that solidified modern mathematics in Latin America were rarely bilateral or top-down, relying instead on the piecemeal cooperation of numerous mathematicians, bureaucrats, and others. Personal interactions and relationships were thus defined by their intercontinental implications, even as those intercontinental ideals and practicalities were reconfigured around personal exigencies. Idiosyncrasy, ambivalence, and adaptation made mathematicians' informal networks far-reaching and robust, while also reinforcing both explicit and implicit biases that continued to limit access to an expanding mathematical discipline.
Consider the politics behind Schwartz's itinerary. Official U.S. anticommunism restricted his direct ties to the United States, but the United States also underwrote North-South exchanges in which Schwartz-first communist, then unabashed fellow traveler-played a starring role. Anticommunism and its associated cultural and economic politics help account for a great share of UNESCO's technical assistance budget from Western nations. Building on Schwartz's Buenos Aires visit, however, the same budgets and institutional infrastructures supported developments in Argentina that were oriented toward the Soviet Union and nonaligned countries in addition to the United States and France. Schwartz's analysis of Brazilian mathematics mixed political, cultural, and economic concerns in ways clearly connected to his own convictions as a socially minded elite mathematician, but also clearly legible in the political and economic terms of sponsors who did not share his politics. Nor was it a matter of an ideological superstructure sitting largely detached above a technocratic or nonpartisan substructure of programmatic practice: one needs Cold War ideology to explain local details of exchanges like Schwartz's, but those details rarely stick to a neat Manichean script.
For Massera, who rivaled Schwartz as an outspoken Cold Warrior on the left, the connection between his mathematics, politics, and travel is likewise muddied. Massera's communism made a great difference for his own mobility, but it did not matter equally to everyone. The FBI regarded his capability to learn the mathematics of nuclear physics with extreme suspicion, but it was his sincere commitment to communist politics rather than any theoretical investigation that would dominate his FBI file-a commitment his mathematical counterparts in the United States hardly registered. Throughout his long career, Massera maintained strong ties to mathematicians in the First, Second, and Third Worlds, and his political and technical commitments figured differently in different interactions.
The elites of Latin American mathematics, for their part, maneuvered within the theoretical, administrative, and financial frameworks of their mathematical and bureaucratic interlocutors, vying for attention, resources, and stimulation. Nachbin, whose own politics were the least clear of the figures considered here, was a particularly skilled navigator of the period's often-ambivalent vehicles of investment and development. Where Massera's dubious links to atomic physics hindered his travel, Nachbin's and Schwartz's links (in many respects equally dubious) both explicitly and implicitly furthered their causes.
Although the particular mathematical details of these exchanges were often inaccessible to those holding the purse or issuing the visa, the mathematical particularities were nonetheless consequential. Schwartz's theory of distributions, arguably the single most successful mathematical theory to take root amidst these early postwar endeavors, thrived on the basis of a massive and consequential patchwork of particularities. It was particularly modern and abstract, teachable and researchable. It was particularly suited to the budgets and timeframes of particular sponsors and academic institutions, tied to particular branches of physics that appealed to particular imaginaries of modern economic development. It was a theory championed by particularly charismatic men of particular youth, promise, and vigor, who traveled frequently to particular parts of the world. Some features of the striking success of the theory of distributions in 1950s Latin America are specific to the actors and notions involved, but others help outline broader features of mathematics in this period. Foremost, mathematicians combined travel of a range of durations and premises in order to seed and nurture international connections. Fellowships lasting months or years served different ends than expert visits of weeks or months, which in turn differed from shorter conferences and other gatherings. Each had its uses for forging interpersonal connections, spreading awareness of new theories or people, establishing competence in research and teaching, and meeting other requirements for an integrated disciplinary system. Above all, intercontinental mathematics in this period thrived on the presumption that ideas might travel on their own, but the discipline's new scale was predicated on the politically charged and resource-intensive travel of people. 
